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all of my (lace, expensive) underwear is bloodstained; all of my rage 

tired and torn down – incomplete. this is the poem I never thought 

I would write in plain words, dirty for their plaintiveness, we think. 

 

write one poem about bloody underwear, earn the label feminist. 

another plain and dirty word. label me feminist, fuck, but may it never be 

for the good of this plain and dirty poem. I would yell it, but my rage is 

 

tired, you see. my voice, tired all, enough to disappear out of sheer 

frustration in stagnation. mine, of course. the whole world has nothing 

on the standstill that my heart is at. I’m Alice all over, shrinking, now; 

 

middle school chubby-cheeked angst. writing about Alice, shrinking. 

all I’m lacking, now, is that rage, that ardor, that holy damned anger. 

the distinction, you see  — make me feel special or leave me a l o n e. next  

 

past-time, plaything, POP your bubble sugar-free cinnamon stick gum. 

annoyingly. obnoxiously. the days when you were in need of an, oh, what 

was it? attitude adjustment. what was it that you were suffering from? 

 

heart burn or a burning heart. equally painful. gripe endlessly about both. 

never shut up. so daring. so different and impressive on that roof ledge with a  

cigarette you don’t know how to smoke, in those trashed boots (secretly  

 

department store), in a “beat up leather jacket” (Christmas present 

from your mom), street racing merely children in a car bought by your parents. 

family girl, wayward, but not too far. gutter dreams, silly actress, too sweet 

 

for true rage, all of that. how dreadful, now, to be so much less interesting.  

compliant, well-behaved, responsible. you never stopped talking; it just began 

to matter less. two decades of useless rage set fire to the fire-and-brimstone family 

 

home. you — bloody feminist, retired warrior never-in-action, didn’t-live- 

long-enough-to-die, Patroclus, once-terrifying, man-eating witch. a thing: 

Sapphic and brazen and something, at least, living oh-so-quietly in nondescript ash. 

 

— m. r.  


